
This is Thuraya XT-LITE
Ideal to keep your mining operations connected and 
cost-efficient, the Thuraya XT-LITE offers users the 
best value for money to keep you and your 
colleagues connected at all times. With an 
advanced, omnidirectional antenna, the XT-LITE 
offers you a seamless walk-and-talk experience, 
perfect for making calls at remote mining sites and 
while on the move. You’ll also receive call 
notifications even when the antenna stowed, so 
you’ll be connected at all times. 

Make calls and send SMS messages in satellite 
mode when terrestrial networks are unavailable, with 
our attractive airtime plans, connecting and 
optimizing your operations. While doing so, enjoy a 
long-lasting battery life of 6 hours of talk time, and up 
to 80 hours on standby. Its durable and easy-to-use 
design makes the XT-LITE the perfect addition to 
your kit during exploration, extraction, and other 
mining support activities. 

Simple. Reliable. Affordable.
Thuraya XT-LITE

Calls and Text Messages in Satellite Mode
The Thuraya XT-LITE lets you make calls and send SMS 
messages in satellite mode when terrestrial networks are 
unavailable. For uninterrupted communication, our advanced 
omnidirectional antenna ensures seamless walk-and-talk 
functionality for calls on-the-go.

Long-lasting battery life
Thuraya’s XT-LITE enables reliable communications with a 
long-lasting battery which provides users with up to six hours of 
talk time and up to 80 hours of standby time. 

Easy to use
The XT-LITE satellite handset is designed for ease of use. Simply 
charge your phone and make sure your SIM card is working… 
and you’re ready to go. What’s more, users can program the 
Thuraya XT-LITE to one of the 12 languages available.

Supported by the most robust and powerful satellite 
network
Thuraya’s satellite network is renowned for having reliable 
satellite coverage that includes two-thirds of the globe. The 
Thuraya XT-LITE also lets you receive a call notification even 
when the satellite antenna is stowed, keeping you connected at 
all times.
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Service Partner

+971 (4) 435 6800
info@cygnus.co | www.cygnus.co

Product Specifications
Size (phone body) 

Weight 

Services 

Network frequency

Satellite antenna

Battery life - talk time

Battery life – standby time

Network features

Organizer

128 x 53 x 27 mm

186g

Satellite calls and satellite SMS

L-Band

Omni directional (walk-and-talk functionality)

Up to 6 hours

Up to 80 hours

Call barring, Call diverting, Conference calls,
Call waiting, Closed User Group, Voice mail

Alarms, Calendar, Calculator, Stopwatch, World time

UDC data cable with USB connector, earphone
jack (2.5 mm), DC power 

Multi-language firmware: 

Arabic, English, Farsi, French, German,
Hindi, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish,
Turkish, Urdu

Chinese firmware: 
Simplified Chinese, English 

Windows 8/8.1, 7, Vista

External interfaces

Firmware versions

PC compatibility 
(for firmware upgrades)
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Your budget-friendly
satellite phone. 


